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I'm Ros-sie the queen of the mod-els. I
I'm ter-rif-ible good as a mod-el. The

used to live in the Bronx. But I wand-er'd from there down to
ar-tists are stuck on my charms. Once a fel- ler said he would paint

Washington Square. And Bo-hem-i-an Hon-ky Tonks One
You mus from me On-ly You mus al nit get no ar-ms Rube
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The day I met Harrison Fisher said she:
You're like roses, the
Goldberg my figure admires,
He dresses me up in a

stems. "I want you to pose for a picture.
On the veil.
And we use my shape for the pictures.
That he

cover of Jim Jam Jones.
And that's how I first got my
draw in the Evening Mail.
He promosed same time when he's

start. Now my life is devoted to art. They call me:
free. That he'll model a statute of me. They call me:

Ross Of Washington Square.
REFRAIN

Rose of Washington Square

In withering there
In basement air I'm fading, Rose,

— with or without my clothes
They say my Roman nose

— It seems to please artistic people, Beaux
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I've plenty of these, with second-hand clothes.

And nice long hair, I've got those broad-eye vampires lashed to them, I've got no future but Oh what a past I'm Rose, of Washington Square.
Dreamy Alabama
Waltz and Song

Chorus
As a tempo

Dreamy Alabama, where the old folks are waiting.
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Just Run This Over On Your Piano!

Here is "Dreamy Alabama", the waltz that everyone is humming. "Dreamy Alabama" has created a greater sensation than "Beautiful Ohio", by the same composer. It is one of those never-to-be-forgotten songs which hearten you with soul-stirring melody. A dance music-back is simply inevitable. Play the opening bars of the chorus. Just run this over on your piano. Learn the exquisite charm of Mary Earl's greatest composition and remember—the chorus nearly gives you a taste of the final chorus. Sheet music complete, vocal or instrumental, 15 cents per copy, or any three for $1.00. For orchestra, 25 cents. Mall first-class music dealers or we will supply you direct. If you are keeping in touch with good popular music, you will certainly want this song. Get yours at once!}
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